In this paper we establish uniqueness theorems for the noncommutative residue and the canonical trace on pseudodifferential operators on noncommutative tori of arbitrary dimension. The formeris the unique trace up to constant multiple on integer order pseudodifferential operators.The latter is the unique trace up to constant multiple on non-integer order) pseudodifferential operators. This improves previous uniqueness results by , and Levy-Neira-Paycha [30] .
Introduction
The noncommutative residue trace of Guillemin [17] and Wodzicki [40, 41] is a trace on the algebra of integer order pseudodifferential operators (ΨDOs) on a closed manifold. Its importance in noncommutative geometry mostly stems from its relationships with the noncommutative integral, the local index formula in noncommutative geometry, and the spectral action principle (see [6, 7, 8] ). The noncommutative residue appears as the residual functional induced by the analytic extension of the ordinary trace to non-integer ΨDOs. This analytic extension gives rise to a trace, which is called the canonical trace [17, 22] . The noncommutative residue and canonical trace and the provides us with a neat approach to the meromorphic extension of spectral functions attached to elliptic operators such as zeta and eta functions.
A striking feature shared by the noncommutative residue and canonical trace is uniqueness. Namely, by a well known result of Wodzicki [40] on any closed connected manifold of dimension n ě 2 the noncommutative residue is the unique trace up to constant multiple on integer order ΨDOs (see also [26, 29, 34] ). A similar result was proved for the canonical trace by Maniccia-Seiler-Schrohe [31] (see also [28, 34] ).
The noncommutative residue and the canonical trace have been extended to numerous classes of ΨDOs in various geometric settings. This paper focuses on their versions on noncommutative tori. The noncommutative tori are among the most well known noncommutative spaces. In particular, 2-dimensional noncommutative tori naturally arise from actions of Z on the circle S 1 by irrational rotations. More generally, an n-dimensional noncommutative tori T θ n is generated by unitaries U 1 , . . . , U n subject to relations, U l U j " e 2iπθ jl U j U l , j, l " 1, . . . , n,
where θ " pθ jl q is some given real anti-symmetric matrix. The pseudodifferential calculus on NC tori of Connes [4, 3, 20, 21] has been receiving a great deal of attention recently thanks to its role in the early development modular geometry on noncommutative tori by Connes-Tretkoff [10] and Connes-Moscovici [9] (see [13] for a survey). The noncommutative residue for NC tori was defined in dimension n " 2 and n " 4 by Fathizadeh-Wong [14] and Fathizadeh-Khalkhali [12] . This was subsequently extended to any dimension n ě 2 by Levy-Neira-Paycha [30] who also constructed the canonical trace. Uniqueness results are established under some conditions. It is shown in [14] (resp., [12] ) that the noncommutative residue is the unique exotic trace up to constant multiple in dimension n ě 2 (resp., n " 4), where by an exotic trace it is meant a trace that vanishes on ΨDOs of sufficiently negative order. This result was subsequently improved in [30] , where it is shown that the noncommutative residue is the unique singular trace up to constant multiple in any dimension n ě 2. In the terminology of [30] a functional on ΨDOs is singular when it vanishes on smoothing operators (and so any exotic trace is singular). ordinary torus T n " R n {2πZ n equipped with the inner product, (2.1) xξ|ηy " p2πq´n ż T n ξpxqηpxqdx, ξ, η P L 2 pT n q.
For j " 1, . . . , n, let U j : L 2 pT n q Ñ L 2 pT n q be the unitary operator defined by pU j ξq pxq " e ixj ξ px`πθ j q , ξ P L 2 pT n q.
We then have the relations, (2.2) U k U j " e 2iπθ jk U j U k , j, k " 1, . . . , n.
The noncommutative torus A θ " CpT n θ q is the C˚-algebra generated by the unitary operators U 1 , . . . , U n . For θ " 0 we obtain the C˚-algebra CpT n q of continuous functions on the ordinary n-torus T n . Note that (2.2) implies that A θ is the closure in L pL 2 pT nof the linear span of the unitary operators, U k :" U k1 1¨¨¨U kn n , k " pk 1 , . . . , k n q P Z n . Let τ : L pL 2 pT nÑ C be the state defined by the constant function 1, i.e., τ pT q " xT 1|1y " ż T n pT 1qpxqdx, T P L`L 2 pT n q˘.
This induces a continuous tracial state on the C˚-algebra A θ such that τ p1q " 1 and τ pU k q " 0 for k ‰ 0. The GNS construction (see, e.g., [2] ) then allows us to associate with τ a˚-representation of A θ as follows.
Let x¨|¨y be the sesquilinear form on A θ defined by
Note that the family tU k ; k P Z n u is orthonormal with respect to this sesquilinear form. We let H θ " L 2 pT n θ q the Hilbert space arising from the completion of A 0 θ with respect to the preinner product (2.3) . The action of A θ on itself by left-multiplication uniquely extends to a˚representation of A θ in H θ . When θ " 0 we recover the Hilbert space L 2 pT n q with the inner product (2.1) and the representation of CpT n q by bounded multipliers. In addition, as pU k q kPZ n is an orthonormal basis of H θ , every u P H θ can be uniquely written as (2.4) u " ÿ kPZ n u k U k , u k :"
where the series converges in H θ . When θ " 0 we recover the Fourier series decomposition in L 2 pT n q. The natural action of R n on T n by translation gives rise to an action on L pL 2 pT n qq. This induces a˚-action ps, uq Ñ α s puq on A θ given by
for all k P Z n and s P R n .
This action is strongly continuous, and so we obtain a C˚-dynamical system pA θ , R n , αq. We are especially interested in the subalgebra A θ " C 8 pT n θ q of smooth elements of this C˚-dynamical system (a.k.a. smooth noncommutative torus). Namely,
The unitaries U k , k P Z n , are contained in A θ , and so A θ is a dense subalgebra of A θ . Denote by S pZ n q the space of rapid-decay sequences with complex entries. In terms of the Fourier series decomposition (2.4) we have
When θ " 0 we recover the algebra C 8 pT n q of smooth functions on the ordinary torus T n and the Fourier-series description of this algebra. For j " 1, . . . , n, let δ j : A θ Ñ A θ be the derivation defined by
where we have set D sj " 1 i B sj . When θ " 0 the derivation δ j is just the derivation D xj " 1 i B Bxj on C 8 pT n q. In general, for j, l " 1, . . . , n, we have
More generally, given any multi-order β P N n 0 , define
We endow A θ with the locally convex topology defined by the semi-norms,
With the involution inherited from A θ this turns A θ into a (unital) Fréchet˚-algebra. The Fourier series (2.4) of every u P A θ converges in A θ with respect to this topology. In addition, it can be shown that A θ is closed under holomorphic functional calculus.
Pseudodifferential Operators on Noncommutative Tori
In this section, we recall the main definitions and properties of pseudodifferential operators on noncommutative tori [3, 4, 20, 21] . The exposition closely follows [20, 21] (see also [38] ).
3.1. Symbols on noncommutative tori. There are various classes of symbols on noncommutative tori.
Definition 3.1 (Standard Symbols; see [3, 4] ). S m pR n ; A θ q, m P R, consists of maps ρpξq P C 8 pR n ; A θ q such that, for all multi-orders α and β, there exists C αβ ą 0 such that
Definition 3.2. S pR n ; A θ q consists of maps ρpξq P C 8 pR n ; A θ q such that, for all N ě 0 and multi-orders α, β, there exists C N αβ ą 0 such that }δ α B β ξ ρpξq} ď C N αβ p1`|ξ|q´N @ξ P R n .
Remark 3.1. S pR n ; A θ q " Ş mPR S m pR n ; A θ q. Definition 3.3 (Homogeneous Symbols). S q pR n ; A θ q, q P C, consists of maps ρpξq P C 8 pR n z0; A θ q that are homogeneous of degree q, i.e., ρptξq " t q ρpξq for all ξ P R n z0 and t ą 0.
Remark 3.2. If ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q and χpξq P C 8 c pR n q is such that χpξq " 1 near ξ " 0, then p1´χpξqqρpξq P S ℜq pR n ; A θ q. Definition 3.4 (Classical Symbols; see [3] ). S q pR n ; A θ q, q P C, consists of maps ρpξq P C 8 pR n ; A θ q that admit an asymptotic expansion,
where " means that, for all N ě 0 and multi-orders α, β, there exists C N αβ ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n with |ξ| ě 1, we have
Example 3.4. Any polynomial map ρpξq " ř |α|ďm a α ξ α , a α P A θ , m P N 0 , is in S m pR n ; A θ q. Remark 3.5. It is also convenient to consider scalar-valued symbols. In this case we denote by S m pR n q, S pR n q, S q pR n q and S q pR n q the corresponding classes of scalar-valued symbols. We will consider them as sub-classes of the A θ -valued symbol classes via the natural embedding of C into A θ .
3.2.
ΨDOs on noncommutative tori. Given ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, m P R. We let P ρ : A θ Ñ A θ be the operator defined by
The above integral is meant as an oscillating integral (see [20] ). Equivalently, for all u "
In any case, this defines a continuous linear operator P ρ :
Definition 3.5. Ψ q pT n θ q, q P C, consists of all linear operators P ρ :
Remark 3.6. If P " P ρ with ρpξq in S q pR n ; A θ q, ρpξq " ř ρ q´j pξq, then ρpξq is called a symbol for P . This symbol is not unique, but its restriction to Z n and its class modulo S pR n ; A θ q are unique (see Remark 3.12) . As a result, the homogeneous symbols ρ q´j pξq are uniquely determined by P . The leading symbol ρ q pξq is called the principal symbol of P .
Example 3.7. A differential operator on A θ is of the form P " ř |α|ďm a α δ α , a α P A θ (see [4, 6] ). This is a ΨDO of order m with symbol ρpξq " ř a α ξ α (see [20] ).
3.3.
Composition of ΨDOs. Suppose we are given symbols ρ 1 pξq P S m1 pR n ; A θ q, m 1 P R, and ρ 2 pξq P S m2 pR n ; A θ q, m 2 P R. As P ρ1 and P ρ2 are linear operators on A θ , the composition P ρ1 P ρ2 makes sense as such an operator. In addition, we define the map ρ 1 7ρ 2 : R n Ñ A θ by
where the above integral is meant as an oscillating integral (see [3, 21] ).
Proposition 3.8 (see [3, 4, 21] ). Let ρ 1 pξq P S m1 pR n ; A θ q and ρ 2 pξq P S m2 pR n ; A θ q, m 1 , m 2 P R.
(1) ρ 1 7ρ 2 pξq P S m1`m2 pR n ; A θ q, and we have ρ 1 7ρ 2 pξq " ř 1 α! B α ξ ρ 1 pξqδ α ρ 2 pξq. (2) The operators P ρ1 P ρ2 and P ρ17ρ2 agree.
In the case of classical ΨDOs we further have the following result. Proposition 3.9 (see [3, 4, 21] ). Let P 1 P Ψ q1 pA θ q, q 1 P C, have symbol ρ 1 pξq " ř jě0 ρ 1,q1´j pξq, and let P 2 P Ψ q2 pA θ q, q 2 P C, have symbol ρ 2 pξq " ř jě0 ρ 2,q2´j pξq.
(2) The composition P 1 P 2 " P ρ17ρ2 is contained in Ψ q1`q2 pA θ q.
3.4. Toroidal symbols and ΨDOs. In this section, we recall the relationship between standard ΨDOs as defined above and the toroidal ΨDOs considered in [16, 30, 37] . Let A Z n θ denote the space of sequences with values in A θ that are indexed by Z n . In addition, let pe 1 , . . . , e n q be the canonical basis of R n . For i " 1, . . . , n, the (forward) difference operator
pu k q kPZ n P A Z n θ . The operators ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n pairwise commute. For α " pα 1 , . . . , α n q P N n 0 , we set ∆ α " ∆ α1 1¨¨¨∆ αn n . We similarly define backward difference operators ∆ " ∆ α1 1¨¨¨∆ αn n , where ∆ i :
We will also denote by ∆ α and ∆ α the extensions of these operators to operators on A R n θ , where A R n θ is the space of maps from R n to A θ . Namely, we set ∆ α " ∆ α1 1¨¨¨∆ αn n and ∆ " ∆ α1 1¨¨¨∆ αn n , where ∆ j : C 8 pR n ; A θ q Ñ C 8 pR n ; A θ q and ∆ j : C 8 pR n ; A θ q Ñ C 8 pR n ; A θ q are given by (3.7) ∆ j ρpxq " ρpξ`e j q´ρpξq, ∆ j ρpxq " ρpξq´ρpξ´e j q, ρpξq P A R n θ . Definition 3.6 ( [30, 37] ). S m pZ n ; A θ q, m P R, consists of sequences pρ k q kPZ n Ă A θ such that, for all multi-orders α and β, there is C αβ ą 0 such that
Definition 3.7. S pZ n ; A θ q consists of sequences pρ k q kPZ n Ă A θ such that, for all N P N 0 and α P N n 0 , there is C N α ą 0 such that }δ α ρ k } ď C N α p1`|k|q´N @k P Z n .
Remark 3.10. S pZ n ; A θ q " Ş mPR S m pZ n ; A θ q. Following [30] (see also [16] ) the ΨDO associated with a toroidal symbol pρ k q kPZ n P S m pZ n ; A θ q, m P R, is defined as the linear operator P : A θ Ñ A θ given by
Any standard ΨDO is a toroidal ΨDO. This is seen by using (3.3) and the following result.
Proposition 3.11 (see [20, 37] ). Let ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, m P R.
(1) The restriction of ρpξq to Z n is a toroidal symbol pρpkqq kPZ n in S m pZ n ; A θ q.
(2) If pρpkqq kPZ n P S pZ n ; A θ q, then ρpξq P S pR n ; A θ q.
Remark 3.12. If ρpξq P S m pA θ q, then (3.3) implies that P ρ pU k q " ρpkqU k , i.e., we have ρpkq " P ρ pU k q`U k˘´1 for all k P Z n .
Thus, the restriction to Z n of ρpξq is uniquely determined by P ρ . Combining this with the 2nd part of Proposition 3.11 shows that the class of ρpξq modulo S pR n ; A θ q is uniquely determined by P ρ .
Conversely, toroidal symbols can be extended to standard symbols as follows.
Lemma 3.13 ([37, Lemma 4.5.1]). There exists a function φpξq P S pR n q such that (i) φp0q " 1 and φpkq " 0 for all k P Z n z0.
(ii) For every multi-order α, there is φ α pξq P S pR n q such that B α ξ φpξq " ∆ α φ α pξq.
(iii) ş φpξq " 1.
Let φpξq P S pR n q be a function satisfying the properties (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3.13. Given any toroidal symbol pρ k q kPZ n in S m pZ n ; A θ q, m P R, we set
Given any k P Z n , we haveρpkq " ř ℓPZ n φpk´ℓqρ ℓ " ř ℓPZ n δ ℓ,k ρ ℓ " ρ k . Therefore, this provides us with an extension map from S m pZ n ; A θ q to S m pR n ; A θ q. Proposition 3.14 (see [20, 30, 37] ). Let pρ k q kPZ n P S m pZ n ; A θ q, m P R, and denote by P the corresponding toroidal ΨDO.
(1)ρpξq is a standard symbol in S m pR n ; A θ q.
(2) The operators P and P ρ agree.
Combining Proposition 3.11 with Proposition 3.14 we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 3.15 (see [20] ). For every m P R, the classes of toroidal and standard ΨDOs of order m agree.
The above extension map pρ k q kPZ n Ñρpξq is a right-inverse of the restriction map ρpξq Ñ pρpkqq kPZ n . Applying the latter to a symbol ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q and then applying the extension map produces a symbolρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q. Namely,ρpξq is given by (3.8) with ρ k " ρpkq, k P Z n . Proposition 3.16 (see [20] ). Let ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, m P R. Then Pρ " P ρ andρpξq´ρpξq P S pR n ; A θ q.
The above results allow us to construct a symbol map Ψ q pT n θ q Ñ S q pA θ q for every q P C as follows. Set m " ℜq. Given any P P Ψ q pT n θ q, it follows from (3.3) and Proposition 3.11 show P is the ΨDO associated with the toroidal symbol pρ k q kPZ n P S m pZ n ; A θ q, where ρ k :" P pU k qpU k q´1, k P Z n . Then Proposition 3.14 asserts that P " P ρP , where ρ P pξq P S m pZ n ; A θ q is the standard symbol associated with pρ k q kPZ n by (3.8) . That is,
Let ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q be such that P " P ρ . Then ρpkq " P ρ pU k qpU k q´1 " ρ P pkq for all k P Z n , and soρpξq " ρ P pξq. It then follows from Proposition 3.16 that ρ P pξq´ρpξq P S pR n ; A θ q, and so ρ P pξq P S q pR n ; A θ q. Therefore, we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 3.17. For every q P C, the formula (3.9) defines a linear map P Ñ ρ P pξq from Ψ q pT n θ q to S q pR n ; A θ q such that (3.10) P " P ρP @P P Ψ q pT n θ q.
Smoothing operators.
In what follows we denote by A 1 θ the topological dual of A θ equipped with its strong dual topology. Note that A θ embeds into A θ as a dense subspace (see, e.g., [20] ).
θ is called smoothing when it extends to a continuous linear map R :
In what follows we denote by Ψ´8pT n θ q the class of smoothing operators. Proposition 3.18 ([20, Proposition 6.30]). Let R : A θ Ñ A θ be a linear map. The following are equivalent.
(i) R is a smoothing operator.
(ii) R is the toroidal ΨDO associated with some symbol in S pZ n ; A θ q.
(iii) R is the ΨDO associated with some symbol in S pR n ; A θ q.
Remark 3.19. As S pR n ; A θ q " Ş qPC S q pR n ; A θ q, we see that Ψ´8pT n θ q " Ş qPC Ψ q pT n θ q. 3.6. Boundedness and trace-class properties. An extensive account on Sobolev-mapping properties and spectral theoretic properties of ΨDOs is given in [21] . In this paper we will only need the following two results. Proposition 3.20 (see [21] ). Let ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, m ď 0. Then the operator P ρ uniquely extends to a bounded operator P ρ : H θ Ñ H θ . We obtain a compact operator when m ă 0.
This result allows us to identify Ψ q pT n θ q with a subspace of L pH θ q when ℜq ď 0. Proposition 3.21 ([21] ; see also [27] ). Let P P Ψ q pT n θ q, ℜq ă´n. Then the operator P ρ is trace-class, and we have
where ρ P pξq is the symbol of P given by (3.9) .
Remark 3.22. In general (cf. [21] ), for any symbol ρpξq P S´npR n ; A θ q, the corresponding operator P ρ is trace-class, and we have
Noncommutative Residue and Canonical Trace
In this section, we review the constructions of the noncommutative residue on integer-order ΨDOs and of the canonical trace on non-integer-order ΨDOs on NC tori. We focus more especially on their trace properties. In what follows, given any subset X Ă C, we set
For instance, Ψ C pT n θ q consists of all classical ΨDOs on T n θ . 4.1. Noncommutative residue. The noncommutative residue is defined on Ψ Z pT n θ q. This is a sub-algebra of L pA θ q. Thus, by a trace on Ψ Z pT n θ q we shall mean any linear form that is annihilated by the commutator subspace,
The noncommutative residue is the linear functional Res :
where ρ´npξq is the symbol of degree´n of P .
Remark 4.1. If P P Ψ Z pT n θ q, then the homogeneous symbol ρ´npξq is uniquely determined by P (cf. Remark 3.6). We make the convention that ρ´npξq " 0 when P has order ă´n.
Remark 4.2. It is immediate from the above definition that RespP q " 0 when its symbol of degree´n is zero. In particular, the noncommutative residue vanishes on the following classes of operators:
(i) ΨDOs of order ă´n, including smoothing operators.
(ii) Differential operators (since for such operators the symbols are polynomials without any homogeneous component of negative degree).
Remark 4.3. In dimension n " 2 (resp., n " 4) we recover the noncommutative residues of [14] (resp., [12] ). Proposition 4.5 ([12, 14, 30] ). Let P P Ψ q pT n θ q and Q P Ψ q 1 pA θ q be such that q`q 1 P Z. Then RespP Qq " RespQP q.
In particular, the noncommutative residue Res is a trace on the algebra Ψ Z pA θ q.
Remark 4.6. An alternative proof of Proposition 4.5 is provided at the end of this section.
Canonical Trace.
The canonical trace is defined on Ψ CzZ pT n θ q. Note that Ψ CzZ pA θ q is not a subspace of L pA θ q and is not closed under the composition of operators. Therefore, we need to explain what is meant by a trace on Ψ CzZ pA θ q Definition 4.2. We say that a functional T : Ψ CzZ pA θ q Ñ C is linear when
We say this is a trace when it is linear and we have
Remark 4.7. A functional T : Ψ CzZ pA θ q Ñ C is linear if and only if it induces a linear form on each space Ψ q`Z pT n θ q, q P CzZ. It is trace when we further require it to be annihilated by the commutator subspaces,
Linear traces on non-integer order ΨDOs naturally appear in the analytic extension of the ordinary trace to non-integer order ΨDOs (see [18, 41, 22] ). Incidentally, this is a key ingredient in the analytic extension of the zeta functions of elliptic operators and other related spectral functions.
In the setting of noncommutative tori this lead to the canonical trace TR : Ψ CzZ pA θ q Ñ C of [30] . Strictly speaking, in [30] the functional is defined on classical toroidal ΨDOs, but we obtain a functional on Ψ CzZ pA θ q by using the equality of the class of toroidal ΨDOs with our class of ΨDOs. Furthermore, the construction in [30] involves the use of extension maps from toroidal symbols to classical symbols. We shall now explain how to define it directly on our class of classical ΨDOs.
In what follows we denote by Ψ ă´n pT n θ q (resp., S ă´n pR n ; A θ q) the class of classical ΨDOs (resp., symbols) in (4.1) associated with the half-space X " tℜq ă´nu. By Proposition 3.21 that every operator P P Ψ ă´n pT n θ q is trace-class, and we have
where the symbol ρ P pξq is defined in (3.9) and L : S ă´n pR n q Ñ C is defined by
Given any open Ω Ă C, we shall say that a family of symbols pρpzqq zPΩ in S C pR n ; A θ q is holomorphic when the following properties hold:
We have an asymptotic expansion,
in the sense that, for all integers N ě 0, for compact sets K Ă Ω, and multi-orders α, β, there is C N Kαβ ą 0 such that, for all z P K and ξ P R n , |ξ| ě 1, we have
Remark 4.8. Suppose there is m P R such that ℜwpzq ă m on Ω. Then the condition (ii) and the estimate (4.7) for N " 0 imply that pρpzqq zPΩ is a holomorphic family in the Fréchet space S m pR n ; A θ q. This can be seen by means of some Cauchy formula argument.
Remark 4.9. For every symbol ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q we can find a holomorphic family pρpzqq zPC in S C pR n ; A θ q such that ρp0q " ρ and ordρpzq " z`q. For instance, we may take
Such a family is called a holomorphic gauging of ρpξq.
In what follows, we shall say that a functional ϕ : S CzZ pR n q Ñ C is analytic when, for every holomorphic family pρpzqq zPΩ in S CzZ pR n q is holomorphic on Ω.
Remark 4.10 (Analytic Continuation Principle). An analytic functional is uniquely ϕ : S CzZ pR n q Ñ C determined by its restriction to symbols of order ă m for any given m P R. Indeed, suppose that ϕ vanishes such symbols. Then it must vanish on any holomorphic gauging in the sense of Remark 4.9 by the analytic continuation principle. As explained in Remark 4.9, any symbol can be embedded in such a family. It then follows that ϕ is identically zero.
The key step in the construction of the canonical trace on ΨDOs on (closed) manifolds is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.11 ([18] ; see also [8, 22, 26, 33] ). The following holds.
(i) The functional L : S ă´n pR n q Ñ C given by (4.6) has a unique analytic extensionL : S CzZ pR n ; A θ q Ñ C. (ii) Let ρpξq P S Z pR n q. For every holomorphic gauging pρpzqq zPC for ρ, the compositionLrρpzqs has at worst a simple pole singularity near z " 0 and we have
where ρ´npξq is the symbol of degree´n of ρpξq. Given any open set Ω Ă C, a family pP pzqq zPΩ Ă Ψ C pA θ q is holomorphic when there is a holomorphic family of symbols pρpzqq zPΩ such that P pzq " P ρpzq for all z P Ω.
Remark 4.13. Given P P Ψ q pT n θ q, let ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q be such that P " P ρ and let pρpzqq zPC Ă S C pR n ; A θ q be a holomorphic gauging of ρ. Such a family exists by Remark 4.9. Set P pzq " P ρpzq , z P C. Then pP pzqq zPC is a holomorphic family in Ψ C pA θ q such that P p0q " P ρp0q " P ρ " P and ordP pzq " ordρpzq " z`q. Such a family is called a holomorphic gauging of P .
Lemma 4.14. Given any family pP pzqq zPΩ Ă Ψ C pA θ q, the following are equivalent:
(i) pP pzqq zPΩ is a holomorphic family in Ψ C pA θ q.
(ii) The family of symbols pρ P pzzPΩ Ă S C pR n ; A θ q is holomorphic.
Proof. It is immediate that (ii) implies (i), so we only have to establish the converse. Let pP pzqq zPΩ be a holomorphic family in Ψ C pA θ q. Put P pzq " P ρpzq , where pρpzqq zPΩ is a holomorphic family in S C pR n ; A θ q. The order wpzq of ρpzq is an analytic function on Ω. Thus, for any open set Ω 1 ĂĂ Ω, there is m P R such that ℜwpzq ă m. As explained in Remark 4.8 this implies that pρpzqq zPΩ 1 is a holomorphic family in S m pR n ; A θ q.
Given any symbol ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q denote byρpξq the symbol (3.8) associated with ρ k " ρpkq, k P Z n . By [24, Lemma 5.21] this gives rise to a continuous linear map ρpξq Ñρpξq´ρpξq from S m pR n ; A θ q to S pR n ; A θ q. It then follows that pρpzq´ρpzqq zPΩ 1 is a holomorphic family in S pR n ; A θ q. As mentioned in §3.4 we haveρpzqpξq " ρ P ρpzq pξq " ρ P pzq pξq. Therefore, we see that pρ P pzzPΩ 1 and pρpzqq zPΩ 1 differ by a holomorphic family in S pR n ; A θ q. We then deduce that pρ P pzzPΩ 1 is a holomorphic family in S C pR n ; A θ q over every set open set Ω 1 ĂĂ Ω, and so this is a holomorphic family over all Ω. This shows that (i) implies (ii). The proof is complete. Definition 4.5. A functional T : Ψ CzZ pT n θ q Ñ C is analytic when, for every holomorphic family pP pzqq zPΩ Ă Ψ CzZ pT n θ q, the composition T rP pzqs is an analytic function on Ω. Remark 4.15 (Analytic Continuation Principle). As every P P Ψ C pA θ q can be embedded in a holomorphic gauging, in the same way as in Remark 4.10 we see that any analytic functional on Ψ C pA θ q is uniquely determined by its restriction to operators of order ď m for any given m P R. TRpP q "L rτ˝ρ P s P P Ψ CzZ pT n θ q, where the symbol ρ P pξq is defined as in (3.9). (1) The functional TR : Ψ CzZ pT n θ q Ñ C is the unique analytic continuation to CzZ of the ordinary trace.
(2) Let P P Ψ Z pA θ q. For every holomorphic gauging pP pzqq zPC of P , the composition TRrP pzqs has at worst a simple pole singularity near z " 0, and we have (4.10) Res z"0 TR rP pzqs "´RespP q.
Proof. If P P Ψ ă´n pT n θ q X Ψ CzZ pT n θ q, then ρ P pξq P S ă´n pR n ; A θ q, and so by Lemma 4.11 and the integral formula (4.5) we have TRpP q "L rτ˝ρ P s " L rτ˝ρ P s " TrpP q.
Moreover, if pP pzqq zPΩ is a holomorphic family in Ψ CzZ pT n θ q, then pρ P pzzPΩ is a holomorphic family in S CzZ pR n ; A θ q. As τ is a continuous linear form on A θ the composition pτ˝ρ P pzzPΩ is a holomorphic family in S CzZ pR n q. The first part of Lemma 4.11 then ensures us that TRrP pzqs " Lrτ˝ρ P pzq s is analytic on CzZ. This shows that TR is an analytic extension of the ordinary trace to Ψ CzZ pT n θ q. The unique continuation principle mentioned in Remark 4.15 further ensures us this the unique such functional on Ψ CzZ pT n θ q. Finally, given P P Ψ Z pT n θ q, let pP pzqq zPC be a holomorphic gauging of P . It follows from the Lemma 4.14 and the continuity of τ that pτ rρ P pzq sq zPC is a holomorphic gauging of τ rρ P pξqs in S C pR n q. Therefore, by the 2nd part of Lemma 4.11 the function TRrP pzqs has at worst a simple pole singularity near z " 0, and we have
where ρ´npξq is the symbol of degree´n of P . The proof is complete.
Remark 4.18. The right-hand side of (4.9) involves the symbol map P Ñ ρ P whose definition (3.9) a priori depends on the choice of the function φ. It follows from the uniqueness contents of the 1st part of Proposition 4.17 that the canonical trace is independent of the choice φ.
Remark 4.19. In [11] the authors attempts to define a canonical trace on NC 2-tori (see [11, Definition 2] ). This definition is ambiguous, since it depends on the choice of symbol, which is not unique. Moreover, on operators of order ă´n this does not agree with the ordinary trace. Namely, for operators of P ρ with ρpξq P S ă´2 pR 2 ; A θ q the definition gives TR P ρ " ş τ rρpξqsdξ, which need not agree with the trace of P ρ in general (cf. Remark 3.22). Therefore, this not does not give an analytic extension of the ordinary trace.
Proposition 4.20. The functional TR is a trace on Ψ CzZ pT n θ q. Remark 4.21. Proposition 4.20 is mentioned in [30] . However, some further arguments are required to complete the proof. It is a bit lengthly to complete the proof by the same approach [32] . For sake of completeness we supply a proof by an alternative approach in the next subsection. The same approach also shows that the noncommutative residue is a trace. . Let pP pzqq zPC and pQpzqq zPC be holomorphic families in Ψ C pT n θ q. Then the composition pP pzqQpzqq zPC is a holomorphic family in Ψ C pT n θ q as well. We first prove Proposition 4.20 since the result will be used to prove Proposition 4.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.20. Let P 1 P Ψ q1 pT n θ q and P 2 P Ψ q1 pT n θ q with q 1`q2 P CzZ. Let pP 1 pzqq zPC and pP 2 pzqq zPC be holomorphic gaugings of P 1 and P 2 , respectively. For z P C set Rpzq " rP 1 pz{2q, P 2 pz{2qs. It follows from Lemma 4.22 that pRpzqq zPC is a holomorphic gauging of the commutator Rp0q " rP 1 , P 2 s, and so TRpRpzqq is an analytic function on Ω :" Czp´q 1´q2`Z q.
Without any loss of generality we may assume ℜq 1 ě ℜ 2 . Let z P Ω be such that ℜpz`q 1 q ď 0 and ℜpz`q 2 q ă´2n. This ensures us that P 1 pz{2q has non-positive order, and hence is bounded, while P 2 pzq and Rpzq have order ă´n, and hence are trace-class. Thus, TR`Rpzq˘" Tr`Rpzq˘" Tr`rP 1 pz{2q, P 2 pz{2qs˘" 0.
The unique analytic continuation principle then implies that TRpRpzqq " 0 for all z P Ω. In particular, for z " 0 we get TRprP 1 , P 2 sq " TRpRp0qq " 0. This proves Proposition 4.20.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. Let P 1 P Ψ q1 pT n θ q and P 2 P Ψ q1 pT n θ q with q 1`q2 P Z. Let pP 1 pzqq zPC and pP 2 pzqq zPC be holomorphic gaugings of P 1 and P 2 , respectively. In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.20 the family prP 1 pz{2q, P 2 pz{2qsq zPC is a holomorphic gauging of rP 1 , P 2 s. Therefore, by using the residue formula (4.10) and the trace property of TR we get Res`rP 1 , P 2 s˘"´Res z"0 TR`rP 1 pz{2q, P 2 pz{2qs˘" 0.
This proves Proposition 4.5.
Pseudodifferential Commutators and Derivatives
In this section, we derive a decomposition of ΨDOs as sums of ΨDO commutators modulo smoothing operators. As with classical ΨDOs on R n this is done by looking at the relationships between derivatives and commutators with elementary differential operators.
5.1.
Sums of δ j -derivatives. We have the following relationships between δ j -derivatives and commutators.
Lemma 5.1. Let ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, m P R. Then, for j " 1, . . . , n, we have rδ j , P ρ s " P δj ρ .
Proof. Given j P t1, . . . , nu, let u "
This shows that rδ j , P ρ s " P δj ρ . The proof is complete.
The above lemma implies that if the symbol of a ΨDO is a sum of δ j -derivatives, then the operator is a sum of ΨDO commutators. In order to exhibit symbols that are sums of δ j -derivatives we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let Φ : A θ Ñ A θ be a continuous linear map. Then the following holds.
(i) Φ induces a continuous linear map from S m pR n ; A θ q to itself for every m P R.
(ii) Φ induces a continuous map from S q pR n ; A θ q to itself for every q P C.
Proof. As Φ : A θ Ñ A θ is a continuous linear map, for every open set U Ă R n , we get a (continuous) linear map
By arguing along similar lines as that of the proof of [20, Lemma 4.16(i)] it can be shown that this induces a continuous linear map from S m pR n ; A θ q to itself for every m P R. This proves (i).
It remains to prove (ii). Let ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q, q P C. We have ρpξq " ř jě0 ρ q´j pξq with ρ q´j pξq P S q´j pR n ; A θ q. Set m " ℜq, and let χpξq P C 8 c pR n q be such that χpξq " 1 near ξ " 0. Then ρpξq " ř jě0 p1´χpξqqρ q´j pξq, and so ρpξq´ř jăN p1´χpξqqρ q´j pξq is contained in S m´N pR n ; A θ q for every N ě 1. Applying the linear map Φ and using (i) we then deduce that
Note that Φrρ q´j pξqs is in C 8 pR n z0; A θ q and is homogeneous of degree q´j, and so this is a symbol in S q´j pR n ; A θ q. Together with (5.1) this implies that Φrρpξqs " ř jě0 Φrρ q´j pξqs, and hence Φrρpξqs is a symbol in S q pR n ; A θ q. This proves (ii) and completes the proof. Lemma 5.3. Let ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q, q P C. Then there are symbols ρ 1 pξq, . . . , ρ n pξq in S q pR n ; A θ q such that
Proof. Let ∆ " δ 2 1`¨¨¨`δ 2 n be the flat Laplacian on A θ . This is a selfadjoint unbounded operator on H θ with domain H p2q θ " tu " ř u k U k P H θ ; ř |k| 4 |u k | 2 ă 8u. The unitaries U k , k P Z n , forms an orthonormal eigenbasis for ∆, since we have ∆`U k˘" |k| 2 U k @k P Z n .
Let ∆´1 : H θ Ñ H θ be the partial inverse of ∆. Namely, we have
We also observe that (5.3) implies that ∆´1 " P ρ with ρpξq " p1´χpξqq|ξ|´2, where χpξq is any function in C 8 c pR n q such that χpξq " 1 near ξ " 0 and χpξq " 0 for |ξ| ě 1. This shows that ∆´1 is a ΨDO of order´2, and so it induces a continuous linear map from A θ to itself.
Bearing all this in mind, let ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q, q P C. For j " 1, . . . , n, set
As δ j ∆´1 : A θ Ñ A θ is a continuous linear map, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that ρ j pξq P S q pR n ; A θ q. Moreover, by using (5.4) we get ÿ
That is, ρpξq " τ " ρpξq ‰`δ 1 ρ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`δ n ρ n pξq. The proof is complete.
5.2.
Sums of finite differences. The decomposition (5.2) reduces the decomposition of ΨDOs as sums of commutators to the case of ΨDOs with scalar symbols. For classical symbols on R n it is natural to attempt to get a decomposition as sums of B ξj -derivatives, since this amounts to taking commutators with coordinates functions x 1 , . . . , x n . In the noncommutative setting, however, coordinate functions do not exist. Furthermore, even on ordinary tori the coordinate functions x j do not acts on C 8 pT n q since they are not periodic. Nevertheless, as the following lemma shows, there is a simple relationship between finite differences of symbols and commutators with the unitaries U 1 , . . . , U n .
In what follows we extend to maps C 8 pR n ; A θ q the finite difference operators ∆ β defined Lemma 5.4. Let ρpξq P S m pR n q, m P R. Then, for j " 1, . . . , n, we have
Proof. Let j P t1, . . . , nu. Note that U´1 j ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q. Moreover, for all u "
This shows that P U´1 j ρ " U´1 j P ρ .
Given any k P Z n there is c j,k P R such that U j U k " e´2 iπc j,k U k`ej (see, e.g., [20, Eq. (2, 4) ]). Thus, P ρ pU j U k q " e´2 iπc j,k P ρ`U k`ej˘" e´2 iπc j,k ρpk`e j qU k`ej " ρpk`e j qU j U k .
This implies that U´1 j P ρ pU j U k q " ρpk`e j qU k . It then follows that, for all u "
This shows that U´1 j P ρ U j " P ρp¨`ej q . Therefore, we have "
The result is proved.
The above lemma suggests to seek for a decomposition of symbols as sums of finite differences. The strategy is to use the decomposition as sums of B ξj -derivatives and re-express the B ξj -derivatives as finite differences. Lemma 5.5 ([17, 15] ). Let ρpξq P S q pR n q, q P C. Suppose that one of the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) q is not an integer ě´n.
(ii) q is an integer ě´n and ş S n´1 ρ´npξqd n´1 ξ " 0. Then there are symbols ρ 1 pξq, . . . , ρ n pξq in S q`1 pR n q such that ρpξq " B x1 ρpξq`¨¨¨`B xn ρpξq mod S pR n q.
The following lemma provides us with a relationship between partial differential derivatives and finite differences for classical symbols. Its proof is postponed to Section 8 Lemma 5.6. Let ρpξq P S q pR n q, q P C. Then, for j " 1, . . . , n, there is a symbol ρ j pξq P S q pR n q such that B ξj ρpξq " ∆ j ρ j pξq mod S pR n q.
By combining Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6 we arrive at the following description of sums of finite differences modulo S pR n q.
Lemma 5.7. Let ρpξq P S q pR n q, q P C, satisfy one of the conditions (i) or (ii) of Lemma 5.5. Then there are symbols ρ 1 pξq, . . . , ρ n pξq in S q`1 pR n q such that ρpξq " ∆ 1 ρ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`∆ n ρ n pξq mod S pR n q.
5.3.
Sums of ΨDO commutators. We are in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 5.8. Let P P Ψ q pT n θ q, q P C. Assume that either q R Z, or q P Z and RespP q " 0. Then there are operators P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ q`1 pT n θ q and operators Q 1 , . . . , Q n in Ψ q pA θ q such that (5.5) P " rP 1 , U 1 s`¨¨¨`rP n , U n s`rδ 1 , Q 1 s`¨¨¨`rδ n , Q n s mod Ψ´8pT n θ q. Proof. Let us write P " P ρ with ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q. By Lemma 5.3 there are symbols σ 1 pξq, . . . , σ n pξq in S q pR n ; A θ q such that ρpξq " τ " ρpξq ‰`δ 1 σ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`δ n σ n pξq. Here τ rρpξqs P S q pR n q. Moreover, by assumption either q R Z, or q P Z and ş S n´1 τ rρ´npξqsd n´1 ξ " RespP q " 0. This implies that τ rρpξqs satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.7. Therefore, there are symbols ρ 1 pξq, . . . , ρ n pξq in S q`1 pR n q such that τ rρpξqs " ∆ 1 ρ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`∆ n ρ n pξq mod S pR n q.
Thus,
ρpξq " ∆ 1 ρ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`∆ n ρ n pξq`δ 1 σ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`δ n σ n pξq mod S pR n q.
Combining this with Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.4 we then obtain P " P ρ " rP 1 , U 1 s`¨¨¨`rP n , U n s`rδ 1 , Q 1 s`¨¨¨`rδ n , Q n s mod Ψ´8pT n θ q, where we have set P j " P Uj ρ P Ψ q`1 pT n θ q and Q j " P σj P Ψ q pA θ q. The proof is complete. As a consequence of the above we easily recover the uniqueness results of [30] . Recall that a trace on Ψ Z pT n θ q is called singular when it is annihilated by smoothing operators. Corollary 5.9 ([30] ). The noncommutative residue is the unique singular trace up to constant multiple on Ψ Z pT n θ q.
Proof. The noncommutative residue is singular trace. Conversely, let ϕ be a singular trace on Ψ Z pT n θ q. Let P 0 P Ψ Z pT n θ q be such that RespP 0 q. Let P P Ψ Z pT n q, and setP " P´RespP qP 0 . Then RespP q " RespP q´RespP q RespP q " 0, and so it follows from Proposition 5.8 that P " RespP qP 0 modulo rΨ Z pT n θ q, Ψ Z pT n θ qs`Ψ´8pT n θ q. As ϕ is annihilated by rΨ Z pT n θ q, Ψ Z pT n θ qs`Ψ´8pT n θ q, we deduce that ϕpP q " RespP qϕpP 0 q. That is, ϕ " c Res, with c :" ϕpP 0 q. Thus, every singular trace on Ψ Z pT n θ q is a scalar multiple of the noncommutative residue. The proof is complete. Remark 5.10. It was also shown in [12, 14] that in dimension n " 2 and n " 4 the noncommutative residue is the unique trace up to constant multiple on Ψ Z pT n θ q that vanishes on operators of sufficiently negatively large order.
Commutator Structure of Smoothing Operators
The decomposition 5.5 holds modulo smoothing operators. In this section, we study the commutator structure of smoothing operators.
It is well known that on a closed manifold a smoothing operator is a sum of commutators of smoothing operators if and only if its trace vanishes (see [19, 40] ). We shall now establish the analogue of this result for smoothing operators on T n θ . To reach this end we need the following characterization of smoothing operators. Lemma 6.1. Let R P L pH θ q. The following are equivalent:
(ii) For every N ě 0, there is C N ą 0 such that
Proof. The proof relies on the following claim.
Claim. A sequence pa k q kPZ n Ă A θ is contained in S pZ n ; A θ q if and only if, for every N ě 0 there is C N ą 0 such that (6.2)ˇˇ@a k |U ℓ Dˇˇď C N p1`|k|`|ℓ|q´N @k, ℓ P Z n .
Proof of the Claim. The Fourier series decomposition u " ř u k U k provides us with a topological isomorphism between A θ and S pZ n q (see [5, 20] ). This means that the topology of A θ is generated by the semi-norms, u ÝÑ sup
Therefore, a sequence pa k q kPZ n Ă A θ is contained in S pZ n ; A θ q if and only if, for all M, N ě 0 there is C MN ą 0 such that
That is,
The proof of the claim is then completed by observing that the estimates (6.3) are equivalent to the estimates (6.2) thanks to the inequalities p1`|k|q 1 2 p1`|ℓ|q 1 2 ď p1`|k|`|ℓ|q ď p1`|k|qp1`|ℓ|q. Suppose that R is a smoothing operator. By Proposition 3.18 this is the toroidal ΨDO associated with a symbol pρ k q kPZ n in S pZ n ; A q. We then have RpU k q " ρ k U k for all k P Z n . Note that if a sequence pa k q kPZ n is S pZ n ; A θ q, then pa k U k q kPZ n is in S pZ n ; A q as well (see [20, Lemma 3.29] ). Therefore, we see that pRpU kkPZ n P S pZ n ; A θ q. The claim above then ensures that R satisfies the estimates (6.1).
Conversely, suppose that the estimates (6.1) are satisfied. The above claim implies that the sequence pRpU kkPZ n is in S pZ n ; A θ q. Set ρ k " RpU k qpU k q´1, k P Z n . Then pρ k q kPZ n is in S pZ n ; A θ q as well. Let R 1 be the associated toroidal ΨDO. This is a smoothing operator by Proposition 3.18. Moreover, by using the continuity of R, for all u "
Thus, R 1 " R, and hence R is a smoothing operator. The proof is complete.
In the terminology of [19, Appendix A], the estimates (6.1) mean that the operator R is smoothing with respect to the orthonormal basis tU k u kPZ n . Therefore, by using [19, Theorem A.1] we arrive at the following statement. Proposition 6.2. For every R P Ψ´8pT n θ q such that TrpRq " 0 there are operators R 1 , . . . , R 4 in Ψ´8pT n θ q such that R " rR 1 , R 2 s`rR 3 , R 4 s. Thanks to the above lemma we see that in order to show that every smoothing operators is a sum of ΨDO commutators we only need to exhibit one such operator that has a non-zero trace. For smoothing operators in R n this is done in [34] by using the Green function of the Laplacian to construct a smoothing operator whose symbol is a sum of derivatives. We shall proceed somewhat similarly by exhibiting a smoothing operator with non-zero trace whose symbol is a sum of finite differences. Lemma 6.3. Let χpξq P S pR n q be such thatχpxq " 0 near x " 0 and supp χ Ă p´2π, 2πq n . Then there are symbols ρ 1 pξq, . . . , ρ n pξq in S´n`2pR n q such that χ " ∆ 1 ρ 1`¨¨¨`∆n ρ n .
The proof of Lemma 6.3 is postponed to Section 9. Assuming this lemma we shall prove the following result. Lemma 6.4. There exists R 0 P Ψ´8pT n θ q with TrpR 0 q " 1 for which there are P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ´n`1pA θ q such that R 0 " rP 1 , U 1 s`¨¨¨`rP n , U n s.
Proof. Let χpξq P S pR n q be such thatχpξq " 1 near x " 0 and suppχ Ă p´2π, 2πq n . Set R 0 " p2πq´nP χ . Combining the trace formula (3.12) with Poisson's summation formula gives
Moreover, by Lemma 6.3 that there are symbols ρ 1 pξq, . . . , ρ n pξq in S´n`2pR n q such that χ " ∆ 1 ρ 1`¨¨¨`∆n ρ n . Combining this with Lemma 5.4 we then get R 0 " p2πq´nP χ " rU 1 , P 1 s`¨¨¨`rU n , P n s,
where we have set P j " p2πq´nP U´1 j ρj P Ψ´n`1pT n θ q. The result is proved.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. Proposition 6.5. For every R P Ψ´8pT n θ q, there are operators P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ´n`1pA θ q and operators R 1 , . . . , R 4 in Ψ´8pT n θ q such that R " rP 1 , U 1 s`¨¨¨`rP n , U n s`rR 1 , R 2 s`rR 3 , R 4 s.
In particular, every smoothing operator is contained in rΨ Z pT n θ q, Ψ Z pT n θ qs. Proof. Let R 0 P Ψ´8pT n θ q be as in Lemma 6.4. Let R P Ψ´8pT n θ q, and setR " R´TrpRqR 0 . ThenR P Ψ´8pT n θ q and, as TrpR 0 q " 1, we have TrpRq " 0. Therefore, by Lemma 6.2 there are operators R 1 , . . . , R 4 in Ψ´8pT n θ q such thatR " rR 1 , R 2 s`rR 3 , R 4 s. Thus, R " TrpRqR 0`R " TrpRqR 0`r R 1 , R 2 s`rR 3 , R 4 s.
We also know by Lemma 6.4 there are operators P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ´n`1pA θ q such that R 0 " ř rP j , U j s. It then follows that we have
where we have setP j " TrpRqP j P Ψ´n`1pA θ q. The proof is complete.
Uniqueness Theorems
In this section, we prove our main uniqueness results for the noncommutative residue and the canonical trace on noncommutative tori. 7.1. Integer-order ΨDOs. For integer-order ΨDOs we have the following decomposition modulo sums of ΨDO commutators. Proposition 7.1. Let P 0 P Ψ´npA θ q be such that RespP 0 q " 1. Then, for every P P Ψ m pA θ q, m P Z, there are operators P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ m 1`1 pA θ q with m 1 " maxpm,´nq, operators Q 1 , . . . , Q n in Ψ m pT n θ q, and smoothing operators R 1 , . . . , R 4 such that
In particular, for all P P Ψ Z pT n θ q, we have
Proof. SetP " P´RespP qP 0 . We have RespP q " RespP q´RespP q RespP 0 q " 0. Moreover, if m ě´n, thenP P Ψ m pT n θ q. If m ă´n, thenP is in Ψ m pT n θ q, since RespP q " 0, and sõ P " P P Ψ m pT n θ q. In any case, it follows from Proposition 5.8 that there are operators P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ m`1 pT n θ q, operators Q 1 , . . . , Q n in Ψ m pT n θ q, and an operator R P Ψ´8pT n θ q such that P " rP 1 , U 1 s`¨¨¨`rP n , U n s`rδ 1 , Q 1 s`¨¨¨`rδ n , Q n s`R.
Moreover, by Proposition 6.5 there are operators P 1 1 , . . . , P 1 n in Ψ´n`1pA θ q and operators R 1 , . . . , R 4 in Ψ´8 such that R " rP 1 , U 1 s`¨¨¨`rP n , U n s`rR 1 , R 2 s`rR 3 , R 4 s.
As P " RespP qP 0`P we then deduce that RespP qP 0`ÿ 1ďjďn rP j , U j s`ÿ 1ďjďn rδ j , Q j s`rR 1 , R 2 s`rR 3 , R 4 s, where we have setP j " P j`P 7.2. Non-integer order ΨDOs. We have the following version of Proposition 7.1 for non-integer order ΨDOs. Proposition 7.5. Let R 0 P Ψ´8pT n θ q be such that TrpR 0 q " 1. For every P P Ψ q pA θ q, q P CzZ, there are operators P 1 , . . . , P n in Ψ q`1 pT n θ q, operators Q 1 , . . . , Q n in Ψ q pA θ q, and smoothing operators R 1 , . . . , R 4 such that
In particular, we have θ q, q P Z. As T is annihilated by rΨ Z pT n θ q, Ψ q`Z pT n θ qs it follows from (7. 3) that we have This shows that T " T pR 0 q TR, i.e., T is a scalar multiple of TR. The proof is complete.
We observe that (7.5) implies that a trace on Ψ CzZ pT n θ q is uniquely determined by its restriction to smoothing operators. Therefore, we obtain the following consequence of the proof of Theorem 7.7.
Corollary 7.8. The canonical trace TR is the unique trace on Ψ CzZ pT n θ q that agrees with the ordinary trace on smoothing operators.
Proof of Lemma 5.6
In this section, we prove Lemma 5.6. The proof is a consequence of a few intermediate results.
We record the following version of Peetre's inequality.
Lemma 8.1 (see, e.g., [1, Lemma I.8.2] ). Let m P R. Then, for all ξ, η P R n , we have
The Taylor formula allows us to approximate finite differences ∆ j f pξq " f pξ`e j q´f pξq by Taylor polynomials ř 1ďℓďN 1 ℓ! B ℓ ξj f pξq. Conversely, partial derivatives B ξj f pξq can be approximated by finite differences. In particular, for one-variable functions we have the following result. . Let N be an integer ě 2. Then there is C N ą 0 such that, for all ϕ P C 8 pRq and t P R, we havěˇˇˇϕ
pN q pt`sqˇˇ.
By [20, Lemma 6.10] if ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, then ∆ α ρpξq P S m´|α| pR n ; A θ q for every multi-order α. Keeping this in mind, we have the following result. Lemma 8.3. Let ρpξq P S m pR n q, m P R. Then, for j " 1, . . . , n, we have
Proof. Let j P t1, . . . , nu and N ě 2. Given any ξ P R n , by applying Lemma 8.2 to ϕptq " ρpξ`te j q we get
As ρpξq P S m pR n q there is C ą 0 such that |B N ξj ρpξq| ď Cp1`|ξ|q m´N for all ξ P R n . Together with Peetre's inequality (8.1) this implies that, for all ξ P R n and t P r0, N´1s, we havěˇB N ξj ρpξ`te j qˇˇď Cp1`|ξ`t j |q m´N ď Cp1`|ξ|q m´N p1`tq |m´N | ď 2 |m´N | Cp1`|ξ|q m´N .
Combining this with (8.2) we see that there is C N 0 ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we havěˇˇˇB
Likewise, given any multi-order α, as B α ξ ρpξq P S m´|α| pR n q, there is C N α ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we havěˇˇˇB
This shows that
It then follows that B ξj ρpξq " ř ℓě1 p´1q ℓ´1 ℓ ∆ ℓ j ρpξq. This proves the result.
As mentioned above, if ρpξq P S m pR n ; A θ q, then ∆ α ρpξq P S m´|α| pR n ; A θ q for every multi-order α. For classical symbols we further have the following result. Lemma 8.4. Let ρpξq P S q pR n ; A θ q, q P C. Then ∆ α ρpξq P S q´|α| pR n ; A θ q for every α P N n 0 . Proof. It is enough to prove the result when |α| " 1. Let j P t1, . . . , nu and N ě 1. Then by Taylor formula for differential maps with values in locally convex spaces (see, e.g., [20, Proposition C.15] ), for any ξ P R n , we have
Thus,
Together with Peetre's inequality (8.1) this implies that, for all ξ P R n and t P r0, 1s, we have
Combining this with (8.3) then shows there is C N ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we have
Likewise, given any multi-orders α and β, as δ α B β ξ ρpξq P S q´|β| pR n ; A θ q, there is C N αβ ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we have
It then follows that ∆ j ρpξq " ř ℓě1 1 ℓ! B ℓ ξj ρpξq. As B ℓ ξj ρpξq P S q´ℓ pR n ; A θ q for every ℓ ě 1, we then deduce that ∆ j ρpξq P S q´1 pR n ; A θ q. This shows the result when |α| " 1. The proof is complete.
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 5.6.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let j P t1, . . . , nu. We know by Lemma 
As ∆ j maps S m´N pR n q to S m´N´1 pR n q, we deduce that
ρpξq, we then deduce that B ξj ρpξq´∆ j ρpξq P S pR n q. This proves the result. 9 . Proof of Lemma 6.3
In this section, we prove Lemma 6.3. The proof is based on the characterization of the Fourier transforms of symbols on R n .
In what follows we say that a continuous function Kpxq on R n z0 has bounded support when its support is a bounded subset of R. Equivalently, there is R ą 0 such that Kpxq " 0 for |x| ą R. In particular, if Kpxq is a such a function and is integrable near x " 0, then Kpxq defines a compactly supported distribution on R n , and so it has a smooth Fourier transformKpξq. Lemma 9.1. Let Kpxq P C 8 pR n z0q have bounded support. Assume that near x " 0 there are analytic functions f pxq and gpxq such that
where a and b are non-negative integers such that a´2b ą´n. ThenKpξq P S´m`1pR n q, with m " n`a´2b.
Proof. Set m " n`a´2b P N. The analyticity of f pxq and gpxq and (9.1) ensure us that, for every multi-order α, we have (9.2) B α x Kpxq " Op|x|´n`m´| α| q near x " 0.
In particular, for α " 0 we see that Kpxq is integrable near x " 0. As Kpxq is smooth outside the origin and has bounded support, we see that Kpxq P L 1 pR n q, and so the Fourier transform Kpξq is bounded on R n . Furthermore, the boundedness of the support of K implies thatKpξq is smooth on R n . More generally, the asymptotic (9.2) ensures us that, for every multi-order α with |α| ď m´1, the partial derivative B α x Kpxq is integrable, and hence has a bounded Fourier transform. Thus, there is C α ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we havěˇξ αK pξqˇˇ" |pB α
x Kq^| ď C α . As p1`|ξ|`¨¨¨`|ξ n |q m´1 is a universal linear combination of monomials |ξ 1 | α1¨¨¨| ξ n | αn " |ξ α | with |α| ď m´1 we deduce there is C ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we havěˇK pξqˇˇď C p1`|ξ 1 |`¨¨¨`|ξ n |q´m`1 ď C p1`|ξ|q´m`1 .
Let β P N n 0 . We have D β ξK pξq " px β Kq^pξq. Note that x β Kpxq is a C 8 function on R n z0 with bounded support. Moreover, the asymptotic (9.2) for Kpxq implies that x β Kpxq satisfies the corresponding asymptotic for m`|β|. Therefore, by the first part of the proof there is C β ą 0 such that, for all ξ P R n , we havěˇD β ξK pξq| "ˇˇpx β Kq^pξqˇˇď C β p1`|ξ|q´m´| β|`1 .
This shows thatKpξq is contained in S´m`1pR n q. The proof is complete.
Lemma 9.2. Let Kpxq P C 8 pR n z0q be such that there is f pxq P C 8 c pR n q such that Kpxq " |x|´2 b f pxq, f pxq " Op|x| a q near x " 0,
where a and b are non-negative integers such that a´2b ą´n. ThenKpξq P S´n´a`2 b pR n q.
Proof. As f pxq is C 8 and is Op|x| a q near x " 0, by Taylor's formula, for every N ą a, we have f pxq " ÿ aď|α|ăN a α x α`ÿ |α|ă x α r N α pxq, where a α :" 1 α! B α x f p0q and r N α pxq P C 8 pR n q. Thus, for all x P R n z0, we have Kpxq " |x|´2 b f pxq " ÿ aď|α|ăN a α x α |x|´2 b`ÿ |α|ă x α |x|´2 b r N α pxq.
Note that if N ą 2b and |α| " N , then x α |x|´2 b r N α pxq is C N´2b´1 . Thus, Kpxq´ÿ aď|α|ăN a α x α |x|´2 b P C N´2b´1 pR n q @N ą 2b.
Here Kpxq is smooth on R n z0 and has bounded support. Moreover, x α |x|´2 b is smooth on R n z0 and homogeneous of degree |α|´2b ě a´2b ą´n for |α| ě a. Therefore, it follows from the characterization of the Fourier transforms of classical symbols of negative integer order (see [39, Proposition 7.3 .2]) thatKpξq P S´p n`a´2bq pR n q. The proof is complete.
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 6.3
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Let ρpξq P S pR n q. For j " 1, . . . , n, we have p∆ j ρq _ pxq " ż e ix¨ξ pρpξ`e j q´ρpξqqdξ, " ż e ix¨pξ´ej q ρpξqdξ´ż e ix¨ξ ρpξqdξ " pe´x j´1 q ż e ix¨ξ ρpξqdξ, " pe´x j´1 qρpxq.
That is, we have (9.3) ∆ j ρpξq " " pe´i xj´1 qρ ‰^p ξq.
This formula extends by continuity to all tempered distributions ρpξq P S 1 pR n q, where the extension the operator ∆ j to S 1 pR n q is given by x∆ j ρ, uy "´@ρ, ∆ j u D , ρ P S 1 pR n q, u P S pR n q.
Here ∆ j is the j-th backward finite difference (3.7) on S pR n q. Let ν : R n Ñ R be the function defined by νpxq " ÿ 1ďjďnˇe ixj´1ˇ2 , x P R n .
In particular, we have νpxq " 0 ðñ ÿ 1ďjďnˇe ixj´1ˇ2 " 0 ðñ e ix1 "¨¨¨" e ixn " 1 ðñ x P 2πZ n .
We also have νpxq " ÿ 1ďjďn pe´i xj´1 qpe ixj´1 q " ÿ 1ďjďn 2p1´cospx j qq.
Thus, νpxq is an analytic function on R n . Moreover, as 2p1´cosptqq " t 2`O pt 4 q near t " 0, we see that, near x " 0, we have (9.4) νpxq " x 2 1`¨¨¨`x 2 n`O px 4 1`¨¨¨`x 4 n q " |x| 2`O p|x| 4 q. In particular, this shows that νpxq " |x| 2 near x " 0.
Bearing this in mind, let χpξq P S 8 pR n q be such thatχpxq " 1 near x " 0 and suppχ Ă p´2π, 2πq n . For j " 1, . . . , n, define K j pxq " e ixj´1 νpxqχ pxq, x ‰ 0.
As suppχ Ă p´2π, 2πq n and the only zero of νpxq on p´2π, 2πq n is the origin, this defines a smooth function with bounded support on R n z0. Moreover, asχpxq " 1 near x " 0, we see that K j pxq " pe ixj´1 qνpxq´1 near x " 0. Here e´i xj´1 is analytic and is Op|x|q near x " 0. As mentioned above, νpxq is analytic function such that νpxq " |x| 2 near x " 0. Therefore, we see that K j pxq satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 9.1 with a " b " 1, and so ρ j pξq :" p K j pξq is a symbol in S´n`2pR n q.
Moreover, by using (9.3) we see that p∆ j ρ j˘_ pxq is equal to pe´i xj´1 qρ j pxq " pe´i xj´1 q pe ixj´1 q νpxqχ pxq "ˇˇe ixj´1ˇ2 νpxq´1χpxq.
Thus, ÿ
1ďjďn`∆ j ρ j˘_ pxq "χpxqνpxq´1 ÿ 1ďjďn |e ixj´1 | 2 "χpxqνpxq´1νpxq "χpxq.
Taking Fourier transforms then shows that χpξq " ∆ 1 ρ 1 pξq`¨¨¨`∆ n ρ n pξq.
In order to complete the proof it remains to show that ρ j pξq P S´n`1pR n q for j " 1, . . . , n. Set νpxq " νpxq´|x| 2 . Thenνpxq is analytic function on R n . By (9.4) it is Op|x| 4 q near x " 0. Given any N ě 1 and x P p´2π, 2πq n z0, we have
